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Large p« processes are known to change on a scale which -grows with /a , and thresholds associated with new particles and | new phenomena are also supposed to be accessible in proportion | I to the increase of </s . However, it is generally conceded that the scaling or nearly-scaling conventional low«p,j, pbeneaena change only on a scale measured by (log s) ,wi£h n » 1 to 3. "MM eheowstieal yardstick nay be entirely wrong, but if true it tends to make the i increase in log s provided by the Beubler/Collider look rather modest, only five to six units gain above the top of the ISR § range. I believe this conclusion is unnecessarily mis leadings As I will describe below, extrapolations of present knowledge *
show that the increase in log s provides an important lever arm i in energy and, secondly, it opens longitudinal space in the final state significantly. The increase in log s should be A viewed in terms of "correlation lengths" in rap.'dity. Fro» studies of rapidity correlations, this unit has b&en determined to be roughly 2 , Thus, the collider provides a gain of from 
External Beams
The doubler both extends the momentum range and provides an important increase in the intensity of external secondary beams.
In this section I discuss a tew interesting external beam experiments, again, at sys in the small-p T domain. I divide ths remarks into two categories, first, reactions for which the cross-section is presumed to be roughly energy independent ("Pomeron physics"), and in Sec.3 exchange processes having cross-sections which decrease as a power of the incident momentum. Obviously some of the remarks made in Seel for pp collisions apply also for external secondary beam physics. The list is hardly exhaustive. What is the energy dependence of the tr'ir" total crosssection? Does its asymptotic rise begin as low as the first prominent inelastic threshold (^1 GeV/c)?
Total and Elastic
The structure observed at various |tj values in elastic differential cross-sections is not understood. Experiments with different beans will allow us at least to sort out the s and t channel quantum numbers of the structure, and its s dependence.
Because there are fewer spin amplitudes in meson-baryon scattering (and fewer quarks in the beam) meson-baryon processes may be easier to understand.
Inclusive Processes
In "Some Issues in Hadron Physics" elsewhere in these proceedings, I comment on the importance of two particle inclusive correlations. I will not repeat those remarks here.
Triple-Regge processes such as tup -i-h^X have a phenomenology of their own and will especially benefit from aa increase of 13 the incident energy.
The applicability of the model is restricted s/M^>10 , we see that s must be >100 QeT" , or p lab >50 GeV/c.
It will be interesting to sort out the different triple-Regge 13 terms ' once a good set of data is available. Valuable processes include ir~p-»• ir~X , K~p-*-K~X , ir~p •* ir°X , as well as the toooften forgotten inclusive resonance production processes, e.g.
hp -*-(p,<|>,n,n')X. The impact of the larger than expected measured values of the inclusive e"/ir~ , and y"/ir" ratios as a function of p_, would certainly be more evident if we had a more complete set of data on the vector meson and of the n and n* inclusive yields as a function of p T , Some of the "new physics" may not be so novel. Assuming that the Pomeron is a t-channel exchange and not some purely direct-channel shadow effect, we can draw diagrams in which it is exchanged twice, as in Fig,5(a) , In the double fa Pomeron process sketched in Fig,5(a Pomeron signal is present, and the nature of the distributions 1 in t associated with the Pomeron exchanges. A practical advantage j of external beams is that the momentum transfers can be more l readily restricted to be very small.
• Finally, double-peripheral processes deserve some emphasis.
A typical example is sketched in Fig.5(c) . The diagram contributes to the region of phase space defined by small t _ Q and t , but large m _ , m , and s . Relatively 
